LIGHTS OF LOVE TURNS 30: SHARE A SPECIAL SPIRIT OF GIVING

LATROBE, PA, October 16, 2017… The Latrobe Area Hospital Aid Society marks the 30th year of its Lights of Love holiday celebration 6:30 p.m., December 5. As in the past the auxiliary will adorn a tree with sparkling lights near the main entrance of Excela Health Latrobe Hospital. Each light represents a gift in honor or in memory of someone special.

As part of the program, a special roll book listing all donors to “Lights of Love” as well as the names of those they are honoring or memorializing is displayed in the hospital lobby.

Contributions accepted in increments of $8 or more per name express love or admiration for a friend or relative while benefitting hospital projects funded by LAHAS. Although gifts are welcome through year’s end, only those donations received by Nov. 28 will be eligible for inclusion in the roll book. Donors may designate people to whom the auxiliary will send “Lights of Love” acknowledgement cards.

Lights of Love is one of many community outreach activities initiated by LAHAS, whose mission is to support the hospital and the communities it serves through education, fund-raising and volunteer service.

For a ‘Lights of Love” brochure, or auxiliary membership application, call 724-537-1733.